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75% of consumers are more likely to 
buy from a retailer that recognizes 
them by name, recommends options 
based on past purchases, OR 
knows their purchase history 

- Accenture



74% of customers feel frustrated 
when website content is not 
personalized 

- Infosys



77% of consumers have chosen, 
recommended, or paid more for a 
brand that provides a personalized 
service or experience  

- Forrester



58% of customers are comfortable 
having their shopping interests and 
behaviours used by retailers to 
de l iver a more personal ised 
experience   

- Magnetic/MyBuys Research



What makes you buy?  

I like it!My friends like 
it!

Everyone likes it!

Personal PreferenceSocial PreferenceIndustry Trends

The Digital Brand Experience

The Physical Brand Experience



How does social data help?

Product

- Individualize
- Present a subset
- Recommendations

Pricing
- Custom bundling
- Individual offers

Place

-  Where to sell
-  When to sell
-  Where to advertise

Positioning

-  Segmentation
-  Lead features
-  Messaging

Customer

- Predictive offers (based on purchase history)
- Custom service level (based on consumption 

markers)
- Advocacy Requests
-



5 Steps to Get Personal

Measure loyalty in engagement not spends 

3.
4.

2.
1.

Build an omni-channel customer experience, not a marketing campaign 

Spot and act on correlations in transaction data 

Broad, omni-channel scope of customer activity tracking 

5. Narrow, fine-tuned segmentation 5.



Engagement First - North Face



The Omni-channel customer

Customer Profile Usage Data Preference Data Affinity Engine Recommendation 
Engine

Pricing & 
Payments

Product 
CustomisationMessaging3rd Party 

Information
Social Platforms/

User Groups

DIGITAL OUT-OF-HOME IN-HOME SENSORY LOCATIONAL

PEOPLE, PROCESS, TOOLS

NONE SILOED AD-HOC MANUAL
INTEGRATION

AD-HOC AUTOMATED
INTEGRATION

PARTIAL AUTOMATIC
INTEGRATION FULL INTEGRATION SEAMLESS AND 

REAL-TIME FLOW

PROCESS READINESS



Omni-channel - Metro Shoes
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Writer: n A person entrusted with managing a tea 
or coffee estate including the marketing and operational 
management.  A trusted advisor of the estate owner. 
Origin: Colonial English.

Paul Writer: n A trusted advisor to brand 
owners.  

West African symbol or adinkra for “help me and 
let me help you”

Thank You 


